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Presidents Message
Hello Badgers!
First off I’d like to send out a huge “Thank-You” to Erik Lund & Darlene Koller for hosting the Spring Meeting at their home. The BBQ
pork & chicken with all the fixings were delicious! Even though the
day was cold, wet & dreary we still had a handful of hearty Badgers
ride through the slop and we still had about 50 Badgers in attendance.
Well, another Brewtown Rumble is in the books and what a day it was!
Mother nature cooperated fully and gave us a pretty flawless day albeit a bit on the warmer side but hey, we’ll take it! This year’s setup
was the best yet and even though the attendance was up, the crowded
feeling was down. Great job by the BTR committee and I applaud to their vision of continuous improvement! The Badger tent was a popular gathering place as well as the now famous “Suite 409”! Larry Bilda again sponsored a hospitality suite for the Badgers and his
“hundreds of friends”. Who can say no to smoked brats, cold beer and an air-conditioned
room to cool down in? Much appreciated Larry!
During the day, we renewed 3 expired Badger memberships, signed up 3 new members
and handed out about a dozen applications for the Badgers and the AMCA. There was a
lot of interest in our club especially when they learned of our sponsorship of the Rumble
and support for the Build Program. A full review of the event is included in this newsletter.
Thanks again to all the volunteers who make this event run so smoothly!
Next up on the Badger calendar is the Badger Field games at the Wild One’s weekend, Saturday, July 8th on the H-D Museum grounds. The Field Games committee has freshened up
the games and I’m sure this year’s event will be the best yet! Come on out and have some
fun and show us your riding skills!
The Badger Derby/Summer Picnic is coming along nicely; committees are busy formulating their plans to provide us a fantastic outing! Be sure to get your RSVP in by July 1st so
you have a chance at the drawing for a weekend stay in the restored 1800’s cabin right on
the grounds of “Derby Central”.
Remembering Bruno Switalski:
Many of you have heard of Bruno’s passing on the evening of June 4th. I’ve been in contact with JR and he and his mother Janie would like to sponsor a Badger ride-in gathering
at the Switalski farm in remembrance of Bruno later this fall. Please put a “hold the date”
on your calendars for Saturday, September 30th, more details to follow. JR shared that his
father was at home when he passed and he didn’t suffer. Please keep JR and Janie in your
thoughts as they start the healing process of losing a father & husband.
The best to all of you,
Dan
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2017 Spring Meeting
Erik Lund’s Home
Menomonee Falls, WI
May 20, 2017
Photos and Story by
Steve Peters

The 2017 Spring Meeting at Erik Lund’s home
was a great success. Despite the rainy weather
we had 52 members in attendance with only 5
bikes being ridden. The topics of the day included the Summer Picnic and 2017 Badger Derby
to be held at Denny Stair’s place in Sullivan, WI.
Other things discussed were the Brewtown Rumble, Cruisn’ the Grove, and the Fall Meeting with
Paul Woelbing hosting. As usual there was a
great food selection for the members, good fellowship with plenty of laughs and cold beverages.
Thanks Erik and Darlene!
Steve Peters

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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Summer

PICNIC

Saturday, August 19, 2017
3:00pm
Join us in the pleasant surroundings of
Denny Stair’s quiet retreat
Rustic Log Cabin
Extensive Beach Front
Field Games/TT Race

Badger Heritage MC
W2336 Bakertown Drive, Sullivan, WI 53178
dennisstair71@gmail.com
(920) 253-7206
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From the Desk of the Newsletter Editor
Volunteering
Hey Badgers!
This past week we saw a fantastic show at the Brewtown Rumble
and to most people, they only see the bikes, vendors, musicians and
maybe several people seemingly working around the site. Few will
realize the small army that is needed to put on such a show! When
you read the Rumble Review in this issue, you will see only some of
the names of those that helped to present the show.
Also, all of the work was not
only on Sunday, but started nearly a year before with much more “behind-thescenes” work taking place within various committees
and with individuals gathering all of the needed info and
figuring out all of the little details that will eventually
give us a great show. The work then does not stop with
the start of the event, but continues until the end and
then with a debriefing meeting sometime later to review
what went well and areas that could be improved.
All of this takes many folks with various talents and
abilities, but with such a rich source of people in our
own club, we have plenty of members to help. That is
one of the greatest assets I often speak of when I talk
to others about the club. We seem to always have the
help we need at our events, but there is always room
for more. One aspect I learned many years ago, is that
working with volunteers can sometimes be a very delicate situation. After all, volunteers are not paid and only
do it for the fun or sense of devotion to the group or
organization they are volunteering for.
Volunteering is fun, rewarding, builds great friendships
and we can always use more help! I often volunteer my
artistic and photography abilities to the groups I belong to as well as performing other duties. Perhaps you
have never volunteered at any of our events or haven‘t
in several years, but don’t know what to do. My only
advice would be to just jump in! When a new event is
announced at a meeting, raise your hand to be part of
the committee or group organizing the event.
Take care and stay safe!
Steve Peters
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2017
Brewtown Rumble
at the
Historic Pabst Brewery
Milwaukee, WI
June 4, 2017
Photos and Story by
Cathy Drexler

The Brewtown Rumble enjoyed a hot sunny day this year--more water bottles than beer cans.
I spent a fair bit of time at the BUILD tent, enjoying the intensity and camaraderie of the teams. And talked to some great
high school students from the BUILD groups who were able to
“dumb it down” enough so I could understand what they had
done with the bikes.
The cheesehead bike and sidecar got my attention right away.
Of course there were many Badger sightings, and some sadness because I missed seeing Badger Dawn’s bright smile
beaming from Doc’s sidecar.
I guess that’s why it felt so good to see the enthusiasm of the
young BUILD guys...and their maybe-not-so-young mentors....
it’s all about keeping the sport alive.
Cathy Drexler

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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at the
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Milwaukee, WI
June 4, 2017
Photos by
Cathy Drexler

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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The 2017 version of the Brewtown Rumble
was greeted with sunny, warm weather, many
bikes, vendors and visitors. The Badger’s were
in force everywhere - helping or just enjoying
the day. In its third year, the show was a success as everyone looked to have a great time.

2017
Brewtown Rumble
at the
Historic Pabst Brewery
Milwaukee, WI
The show bikes were of every description as well
June 4, 2017
as the bikes outside the show. Music filled the
Photos and Story by
Steve Peters

area with great sounds and the Pabst venue did
not disapoint as being a fantastic location for the
event. I can’t wait for next year!
Steve Peters

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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at the
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Milwaukee, WI
June 4, 2017
Photos by
Steve Peters

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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Photo by Jeff Hill

Photo by Jeff Hill
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NICK’S

Anvil Inn

Badgers
Chris & Nancy Tribbey
Welcome You To
Their Friendly Place!

Badgers, your 2nd drink is always free!

C

OMPETITION
YCLE INC.

CYLINDER BORING
SLEEVING SPECIALISTS
COMPLETE
MOTORCYCLE & SNOWMOBILE
MACHINE SHOP
BRAKE DISC RESURFACING
AND DRILLING

Open Friday’s - 4 pm to 9pm - 25¢ Pool
2900 South 13th Street, Milwaukee, WI 53215
Find us on Facebook - Nick’s Anvil Inn

Aermacchi
Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle Parts


CYCLE TIRE SPECIALISTS
SERVING ALL MAKES AND MODELS

Steve Peters

FRAME AND FORK STRAIGHTENING
WELDING - ALL TYPES

peters - design.com
sprintmotoparts@gmail.com

SPECIALIZING IN HARLEY-DAVIDSON

BADGER CHARLIE SCHROEPFER
5081 N. 124TH STREET
BUTLER, WI 53007
1comp-cycle.wi.att.net
(262) 373-1122

Visit our website - badgerheritage.com
Follow us on Facebook
Badger Heritage Chapter - AMCA
Visit our You Tube channel
Badger Heritage Chapter - AMCA
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2017 Brewtown Rumble Review
Introduction
The 3rd Annual, 2017 Brewtown Rumble, was hosted by the Badger Heritage Chapter of the American Motorcycle Club of
America on Sunday June 4 from 11am to 6pm.
Located in the historic Pabst Brewery area, the street festival celebrates motorcycling culture focusing on vintage bikes. A
vintage-focused ride-in bike show featured over 130 bikes filling one entire block, two other blocks featured sponsor
booths, apparel and accessory, informational, and food vendors. 3 more blocks and numerous out lots were filled with the
thousands of attendees’ motorcycles. At the center of the show was the beneficiary of the event, the BUILD Moto Mentor
program (www.buildmoto.com).
BUILD is a local non-profit educational organization dedicated to pairing teams of high school students with
bike-building mentors in a collective effort to learn valuable life and interpersonal skills while restoring vintage
motorcycles.

Sponsors and Vendors
This year we were able to secure Royal Enfield of North America as our top sponsor. They recently located their North
America corporate headquarters in Milwaukee and with their history and the retro style of the new bikes, we each saw a
synchronicity in the brand and our show. With a successful event and good reception for Royal Enfield - even though they
have been at events like Daytona they told us it was their best presence to date in front of an audience - we hope to
secure a long-term partnership with them. Other sponsors included other brand dealerships, the Harley-Davidson
Museum, WMSE a local college radio station for an engineering school, Fuel Cafe - Milwaukee’s premier motosports
themed cafe & restaurant, and of course Pabst in whose backyard we hold the event, among others.
Our exhibit booths included our sponsors as well as other motorcycle dealerships, builders, shops, and accessories as
well as local artisans. We also have other local moto organizations (British Bikers, female bikers) and moto insurance and
law businesses. All together we had 46 booths. We had nine food vendors, all local food trucks or restaurants serving
from tents.
●
●
●
●
●

6 brands/dealerships represented & 6 local moto shops (bike repair, builders, etc.)
5 organizations (clubs, awareness & legislation) & 2 other moto events had booths to promote their events
4 services (insurance, law, etc,)
13 Artisans or product sales had booths
10 food vendors

Administration and Volunteers
The event, as hosted by the Badgers, obviously includes many of our members in planning and day of volunteering, but
we also reach out to and include any members of the moto community who want to help including many from a casual
“non-club” of vintage enthusiasts in Milwaukee Vintage Motorcyclists (MilVinMoto - http://milvinmoto.com/) - part of the
national VinMoto (http://www.vinmoto.org/) network of groups. This outreach gives us a bigger base of people to recruit as
well as a variety of ideas and skills needed to run this type of event and expands the club’s outreach into a broader
spectrum of the motorcycling community.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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Continued from the previous page
The main committee of eleven hard working people includes of course many Badgers:
●
●
●
●
●

Kevin Frank is the chair & his wife Robin Barry does marketing
Chris Tribbey and Frank West lead our bike show sub-committee
Renee Klatt is our volunteer coordinator
Noel Tylla who handles entertainment is a new member because of the event
Other members include: Gwenn Barker and Aricka Cohen who are MilVinMoto ‘members’ and Bryana Kortendick,
Dave Polacek and Andrew Ross.

Our chapter officers also give us tremendous support with Chris Bilda as treasurer having to handle all our transactions on
top of regular chapter business and Jon Davidson Oeflein who helped plan the pre-party.
The bike show sub-committee added more Badgers in JoAnn and Ron Enk, Steve Niles, Curt Pomprowitz, and Jonathan
Vnuk. The judging lead was MilVinMoto leader Ross Bennett.
Among the 60+ volunteers we had, the following 29 were Badgers.
Ed Bieri, Chris Bilda, Cindy Bilda, Ruby Bilda, Joann Enk, Ron Enk, Pam Erickson, Buzz Fehrmann, Marge Fehrmann,
Freddie Franklin, Tom Gonnering, Dave Haasch, Marianne Hansen, Steve Kazmierski, Amber Klatt, Jolene Klatt, Kevin
Klatt, Shannon Krause, Anne Lamb, Novi Novshek, Anthony Pozza, Stephen Pozza, Dan Riedel, Bill Rodriguez, Jeff
Rogers, Lauri Rogers, Robert Sunday, JR Switalski, Jack Yunker

Bike Show
Though we are in the home of Harley-Davidson, from the start we wanted to make sure all bikes were welcome. We are
proud that we have been able from the beginning to make it a non-denominational show that features many varieties of
bikes. 48 of 135 bikes in the show - 1/3 of the bikes were Harley-Davidsons. 110 of them were vintage - 1982 and earlier.
We do allow some newer bikes in with one judged category for them of which we had 25 newer than 1982.
Here is a breakdown of entries by brand:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Harley-Davidson 48
Honda 25
Yamaha 13
Triumph 9
Suzuki 7
Kawasaki 5

●
●
●
●
●
●

BMW 4
Bultaco 4
Homebuilt 4
Indian 3
Moto Guzzi 3
Others (Bridgestone, BSA, Columbia, Dnepr, Ducati,
KTM, Royal Enfield, Vincent)

This is not an AMCA National meet judged by the quality of restoration and we welcome all kinds of bikes from pristine
restoration, to barn find, to wild custom (even handmade). The winners included a wide variety of bikes:
Best-in-Show (chosen by the BUILD students)
1946 Harley FL
New Old Stock Award – as-built bike restored but period correct (1981 or older)
1st Place – Factory Fresh - 1973 Kawasaki, 2nd Place – Factory Second – 1951 Vincent
Survivor/Barn Find Award – bike looks unrestored, has character like patina (1981 or older)
1st Place – Time Capsule – 1941 Indian, 2nd Place – Ran When Parked – 1950 H-D Panhead
Modified Award – bike that’s non-stock and not as-built (1981 or older)
1st Place – Moto-fied – 1978 CB750K Honda, 2nd Place – What Year Was That? – 1981 CB750 Honda

Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page
Open Award – for bikes 1982 or newer
1st Place – Parts Still Available – 2017 BMW RNineT, 2nd Place – I’d Ride That! – 2007 H-D Springer
Wildcard Award – open to any brand, any year and any type
1st Place – Off Yours Meds – Adult Green Machine, 2nd Place – Frankenbike – Hodge Podge 4-Engine
Hagerty Insurance Youth Judges Award
1966 Ducati

Marketing
To promote the event we use a combination of our website (www.brewtownrumble.com) as well as social media including
Facebook and Instagram.
●
●
●

On Facebook we have over 2,800 page followers, the week before the event we had a reach of over 17,000
people and over 10,000 post engagements.
Instagram has over 670 followers
Our website sees an average over 100 pageviews a day for the months prior, but the week before we see a spike
to the 1,000s, this year the day of the event we had over 3,500 pageviews.

We focus primarily on social media and word of mouth, in-person promotion of the event. We have one media sponsor in
local engineering college radio station WMSE. Other than our AMCA ad we do not take one out in other print, even local.
Cross-promoting on other social media sites gives us good outreach and by attending events and locations of our
audience (such as Mama Tried Show and Fuel Cafe in town). We also work with our partners to push our event. We do
send out press releases but have not gotten picked up for local news pieces except that now in our third year we have
been listed in 3 major local publications/web news Summer festival guides.
We print posters, a new design each year, to put out around and sell at the event, and 1/4 page postcards we can leave
out, but our biggest promotional item is stickers. Our promotional stickers which we give away are handed out to
thousands and adorn countless bikes, helmets, and cars around town.

Results
Due to construction in the area we had to rethink the layout a bit, but in the end it actually helped by forcing us to take a
fresh look for the third year and towards the future of an ever-expanding event. With the new plan we doubled street width
space and also lengthened it by half a block. This added much more space so that while we once again increased
attendance it was less crowded.
This year we continued the success of managing the event’s finances to serve as a fundraiser for a local organization the BUILD Moto Mentor youth mentoring program.
We went into the day of the event after all expenses in the black at $3,000 and while still doing a final tally we look to have
raised a total of $8,600 and BUILD themselves raised close to $1,000 that day through sales, donations, and a custom
painted helmet raffle with 5 featured artists. We also now have an online store to sell merch year ‘round which should
provide some income throughout the year.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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Continued from the previous page
Here is a high level accounting of income and expenses for the event:
Income

Expenses

2016 Event Balance

$400

Marketing/Promo

$350

Sponsorship

$12,000

Event Permits

$2100

Vendor Booths

$2000

Entertainment

$1100

Bike Show Reg

$2200

Equipment & Supplies

$1800

Merchandise Sales

$4700

Merchandise Cost

$6200

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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EAGLE SPRINGS
GOLF RESORT
W352 S10355 TUOHY
ROAD, EAGLE WI,
53119

────
A 9 HOLE GOLF
COURSE
CREATED IN

BIKER GOLF
OUTING 2017!
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER

10

TH

12 NOON START TIME.

DETAILS : $55.00, INCLUDES ONE
ROUND OF GOLF/WITH CART AND
TWO DRINK TICKETS AT EAGLE
SPRINGS GOLF COURSE,BROASTED
CHICKEN DINNER AND TWO DRINK
TICKETS AT SUHMERS SALOON.
PRIME RIB DINNER AWARDED FOR
LONGEST DRIVE! OTHER PRIZES !
SEND CHECK PAYABLE TO- KEVIN
KLATT 314 EAST AVE EAGLE WISC,
53119. INCLUDE YOUR EMAIL OR
PHONE #. DEADLINE JULY 28TH.

1893!
────
FUN FOR THE
WHOLE BIKER
CLAN.
────
SUHMERS
SALOON AND

Our Fall meeting
will be hosted by
Paul Woelbing,
Saturday,
October 7, 2017
at Carma Labs in
Franklin, WI

EATERY,
201 KETTLE
MORAINE DR,
EAGLE WI, 53119.

More info in the
Fall Spokesman

WHY?
BIKERS LIKE TO
GOLF TOO!
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Kevin Frank’s 1974 Harley-Davidson Z-90
My 1974 Harley-Davidson Z-90, which I call Café Americano, may seem like an odd choice to be my most-ridden motorcycle (in frequency if not necessarily miles). My first bike after licensing was a 1200 Harley Sporster and I have had a 1965 Honda Dream 305 and also have a 1974 Suzuki GT185 so the 90cc Z-90 is small
in comparison to all of them, but it is my favorite to ride. It has just enough power to get me around the
city where I do most of my riding, but IMHO it has style galore (with a few phases of customization) and its
uniqueness fits with my personality.
Though the first instinct and the goal of most AMCA members with an old bike is to restore it, to stock
appearance, and while it’s great to have that goal customizing bikes – while it will never fit within an AMCA
National Meet it still keeps an old bike alive and kicking, or rather running. There may be too many blemishes and parts missing to fully restore, or you may just want a cool old custom bike. That is the case with
my Z-90.
I saw the Z-90 for sale at one of the last Rockerbox years in Milwaukee. I had been
going to the event for a few years and it fueled my interest in vintage bikes. I had
sold my Sportster and was in the market for a vintage bike to replace it. And there
she was, by then already been customized from stock, changed from what was essentially an early dirt bike to a café racer style with clubman bars and a custom café
fiberglass bump stop seat. Seeing the Harley branding on a decidedly non-Harley
bike caught my eye and stole my heart. This bike was everything I wanted. As a Milwaukeean I have a homer love for HD, and I got that. But I also loved European bike,
especially café racers. After I bought the bike and did some more research – not
being familiar with this type of Harley – it became more and more perfectly ‘my’ bike.
To many Harley enthusiasts its quirks would be knocks against it, but they are why
I love it: it’s from the AMF era, it’s an Italian bike made by Aermacchi, it’s got one
cylinder, and it’s a two-stroke.
When I got it, it had the original tank which along with the custom painted matching seat
pan was blue with the ‘70’s rainbow stripes. It looked cool but I am not a fan of blue and
always wanted a matte black café racer. So I took the tank and seat off (I kept the tank for
posterity or if I ever wanted to restore), got a new tank, and painted it myself with a strip,
seal & prime kit and just matte black spray. I was able to find a decal set which I put on
to reference its original style and also claim its HD heritage. My brother also made a new
seat for me – it’s a convertible bench style with a removable snap-on café bump stop.
I named it Café Americano
since an Americano is a watered down espresso that
Americans initially drank in
Italy where the coffee was too strong – I’m sure by now you can get the reference.
It had been the black Café for a few years but this winter I decided I should get it
painted ‘professionally’. I thought about sticking with the paint scheme – just new
and better – but then figured as long as it was undergoing a change, to embrace the
change. I got the painted parts back just in time (like just over 12 hours in time) for the
Brewtown Rumble and revealed it there in its new white with hand-painted red gradient stripes scheme inspired by Speed Racer’s Mach 5 (and maybe Star Wars a little).
Since I got it 5 years ago, I ride it during season at least once a week to various bike
and garage nights as well as other general in-town travel. I look forward to many more
years of it being my first choice among a collection of bikes.
Kevin Frank

Submit your stories to the editor for possible publication in your Spokesman!
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“Ask me about
Guaranteed Value
(agreed value)
coverage
for your bike!”

Badger Heritage Small Logo Patch
4-1/2” Wide - Embroidered in 4 Colors
Only $5.00 each
Perfect for Shirts, Jackets, Hats, etc.
Contact Steve Peters

Representing Hagerty
and many other
fine insurance companies!

Contact Dan Riedel

262.789.2500

www.wolleranger.com
driedel@wolleranger.com
Elm Grove, WI
Not only do we insure
classics… we ride ‘em!

President - Dan Krause - daniel.d.krause@gmail.com (262) 825-7909
Vice-President - Jon Davidson Oeflein - jdo2924@yahoo.com (262) 388-0022
Secretary - Josh Richardson - joshuairichardson@gmail.com (414) 429-2817
Treasurer - Christopher Bilda - unclespilly@aol.com
Newsletter Editor/Merchandise Manager - Steve Peters - spetersdesign@gmail.com (414) 327-2888
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